MAVERICK BEER LIST
1. Mission City
Blonde Ale / 5.2% ABV / 22 IBU

2. Lockwood English Porter
Porter - English / 5.2% ABV / 21 IBU

A light and refreshing lawnmower
beer made with Texas grown malt.
San Antonio is known as the Mission
City and the Mission City Blonde Ale
is perfect for quenching your thirst
on those hot Texas summer days.

3. Sam Maverick Euro Pils
Pilsner - Other / 5.1% ABV / 31 IBU

A classic roasty English Porter, this beer
is dark and complex without being
heavy or filling. The malt character
pushes this beer forward accentuating
the chocolate, coffee, and roast
aspects. This beer was fermented with
a traditional English strain of yeast and
is deceptively light.

Our take on a clean and crisp
European Lager. Lots of Pilsner malt
and Noble hops coupled with a lengthy
ice-cold fermentation make Sam
Maverick Euro Pils a light and
refreshing pour for spring time sipping.

4. Sam Maverick Fiesta Lager
Lager - Vienna / 5.3% ABV / 16 IBU
Sam Maverick Fiesta Lager was brewed as an ode
to San Antonio's Fiesta. A colorful week-long
celebration of our city's rich and diverse culture.
Fiesta Lager is made in the style of Mexico's
famous lager beers. Vienna malt and a large dose
of Yellow Corn make for a crisp lager with a sweet
finish. Sure to quench your thirst on a hot
afternoon, we prefer it in true San Antonio
fashion, "dressed" with salt and lime.

5. Imperial Brown Stout
Stout / 11.6% ABV / 55 IBU

6. Barrel Aged Imperial Stout
Stout / 11.6% ABV / 55 IBU

The imperial stout boasts a dark
brown head with aromatic flavors
of roasted malts, dark chocolate,
and a touch of honey. It has a
medium to heavy body with
excellent carbonation. This
smooth, creamy stout is almost
unnoticeably strong.

The barrel aged imperial stout adds
subtle notes of oak and corn with a
noticeable flavor of our premier
whiskey. The lowered carbonation
gives an exquisite mouthfeel. The
flavors of whiskey and chocolate leave
a perfect finish.

$12 BEER TASTING
FLIGHT

